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Meet the Presenter
• Nearly 40 years in developing,
executing and consulting on
construction projects both in the US
and internationally
• BCE from University of Dayton, MBA
from University of Chicago
• Conducting risk analyses since 1995
– Over 100 projects served

Gerald (Jerry) Klanac
Managing Director

• Leads efforts in PMA's Oil &
Gas/Energy and Risk Management
Practices
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Background
Information
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Cost & Schedule Risk Analyses:
PMA’s Experiences

PMA has conducted
risk analysis on 100's
of projects since 1993.
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PMA’s Quantitative Risk Analysis Process
Review

Identify

Model

Ensure that schedule
or estimate is of
sufficient quality to
conduct analysis

Identify and
prioritize project risks
to consider in
models.

Create schedule
and/or cost model.

Range
Obtain range
of inputs
into variables
in model.

Simulate
Perform simulation
of model.

Report
Interpret simulation
results for use
in decision-making

PMA outlined this process in early 2000’s and
it is used by many risk analysts worldwide.
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What is Criticality (Index)?
Statistic generated during simulation of the schedule model.
Definition of Criticality Index:
Percentage of the simulation iterations
that an activity was on the critical
path.
Example
If the simulation consisted of 1,000
iterations and, for a certain activity, it
was found to be critical in 681 of the
iterations, the resulting criticality
index for that activity would be 68.1%.
The rank order of criticality index can
be shown using a “tornado diagram”.
TORNADO DIAGRAM FOR CRITICALITY INDEX
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Why is Criticality Index Important?
Simulation Interpretation:
• Helps to define probabilistic critical path (or
paths) for the project.
• Through analysis of criticality indices, it can be
determined whether there is one dominant
probabilistic critical path or there are multiple
competing critical paths
– Projects with few tasks with high criticality index values
tend to have a dominant (long or high risk) path to
completion
– Projects with many tasks with low/mid criticality index
values tend to have multiple competing near-critical
sequences:
–
–

Two competing paths – criticality index values around 50%
Three competing paths – criticality index values around 33%

TORNADO DIAGRAM FOR CRITICALITY INDEX

• Can also identify probabilistic near-critical paths.
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Why is Criticality Index Important?
Schedule Management:
• Provides information to help manage the schedule:
– Prioritizes where to place attention to maintain or
improve the schedule

• More vigilance is needed for activities with high
criticality:
– Candidates of activities that may lead to overall
project delay because they are more likely to be on
the critical path during the project and any impacts
to them can detrimentally effect the project

TORNADO DIAGRAM FOR CRITICALITY INDEX
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“Old School” Approach
Criticality Path Report

In early 2000’s this was the type of
report that would be generated by the
CPM schedule risk simulation tool
The analyst often just shared this list
of the major critical path – and that
was all that was conveyed.
It was helpful to some degree, but
there was more data to mine to
provide better analysis.

GENERATED BY PRIMAVERA MONTE CARLO
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“Old School” Approach
Probabilistic Critical Path Report

Example from 2005 risk analysis for
pharmaceutical manufacturing
project.
Just bullet list of critical work with
criticality information in
parenthesis.
Good information but not very
illustrative.
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What are “End Node” Diagrams?
Name of end node diagram was used
because the diagram tries to explain the flow
of criticality to the terminal part of the
network, where by definition criticality is
100%.
It was trying to combine the statistical
results from the simulation with a simple
network depiction of the schedule model.
It was trying to clearly show the
probabilistic critical path from other
probabilistic near-critical paths.
Often a color coding scheme was used to
visually depict the relative criticality:
The concept of an end node diagram was conceived as a more illustrative
way to show the behavior of criticality through the schedule model.

•
•
•

Most Critical = Red
Near Critical = Orange / Pink
Other Paths = Green or Blue
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Flow of Information

Modeling Approaches from Base Schedule to End Node Diagram
2,000 activities

150-200 activities in model

BASE PROJECT SCHEDULE

40-50 activities in end node diagram

SCHEDULE MODEL

END NODE DIAGRAM

Primavera (P3):
Engineering +
Procurement
Schedule with
1,128 activities
Primavera (P3):
Construction +
Commissioning
Schedule with
1,876 activities
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Criticality Path Report  End Node Diagram

Logic flow in schedule model coupled with criticality
information from CPM schedule risk simulation tool
(in this case PertMaster) was used to create the end
node diagram
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Benefits of End Node Diagram
• Clearly illustrates the
probabilistic critical path and its
“criticality relationship” to other
paths in the schedule model.
• Key concepts can be easily
explained to a less schedule
savvy person.
• Often generates good
conversation with client when
simulation results are being
presented.
• If a series of reviews are
performed during project’s life
cycle, comparisons can be made
easily from current end node
diagram to previous ones.

PROBABILISTIC CRITICAL
PATH LISTING

END NODE DIAGRAM
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First Generation
Use of PowerPoint

2

First Generation End Node Diagrams
Use of PowerPoint
•

For many years, PMA was using diagrams such
as this to illustrate key schedule sequences in
various types of engagements.
–

This is an example from a review of the
construction schedule to complete a LNG
Regasification facility in China

•

Leveraging this approach, 1st Generation of
end node diagrams were created in Microsoft
PowerPoint – mostly out of convenience.

•

Development still relied on critical path report
from CPM simulation tools used at the time
(either Primavera Monte Carlo or PertMaster).

•

Usually took a 1-3 hours to develop,
depending on the complexity of the diagram.

Diagram showing key sequences in
schedule review/risk analysis
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First Use of End Node Diagram
• In 2006, PMA was engaged in a risk
analysis of a refinery mega-project
during its early stages of development.
• At the time, PMA was still using
Primavera Monte Carlo as the CPM
simulation tool.
• Critical Path report was very long and
was going to spread over multiple
pages.
• Decided to explain criticality using this
graphic, built in PowerPoint.
• Diagram was well received and
generated useful conversations at the
meeting where results were presented
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Solar Manufacturing Project
Alternate Version

• More of a block diagram but
same diagram to show logic
relationships
• Note flow of criticality from
procurement work into
installation
• No color coding on this
diagrams

Note flow of
criticality from
procurement tasks
into installation
tasks

MFG/FAT/Deliver Cell Tester (18%)

MFG/FAT/Deliver Phosphorous Deposition (18%)

Move-in & Install Process
Tools (76%)

MFG/FAT/Deliver Printers (15%)

MFG/FAT/Deliver Laser Isolation (14%)
Tool Commissioning
& Ramp-Up (100%)
MFG/FAT/Deliver Automation (11%)

Execute FM Review &
Approval (18%)

Procure/Install Scrubber (20%)
Construction Mobilization
(24%)

Constr. Contract Evaluation
(6%)

Commission Utilities (24%)
Procure/Install Gas Cabinet (4%)
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Alternative Energy Project
Alternate Version

• Another approach used was a
pseudo-flow diagram, with activity
and criticality information provided
in each box.
• There was a color coding scheme
on the outline of each diagram box.
• Obviously no time-scale depiction
generated in this graphic.
• Graphic clearly states that only
sequences with criticality greater
than 10% were being shown.
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Preparing First Generation End Node Diagrams
Common Themes
Color Coding Convention:
– Usually red was used to depict the sequence
that would be the primary probabilistic critical
path – in this example, it was also highlighted
– Secondary and tertiary probabilistic critical
paths were often depicted in orange.
– Other paths were usually shown in green.

Selection of Sequences:
– Not all sequences in the model would be shown
– just those that had interesting criticality values
(always those with criticality > 5%)

Clear Depiction of Criticality:
– Flow of Criticality Across (Remaining) Life of
Project
– Criticality Index values were tagged to each
activity

Activities not necessary time-scaled
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End-User Reactions
• End node diagrams were always well received by engagement end-users and often used by them later
to convey information up their chain of command.
• Diagrams usually created better awareness of what was critical and why.
• Certainly a better approach than a list or table.

This diagram shows
a situation where
two sequences are
basically concurrent
probabilistic critical
paths – one path has
52% criticality, the
other 50%
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Second Generation
Use of NetPoint
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Enter Use of NetPoint

Around 2010, PMA started to use NetPoint to create end node diagrams, rather than PowerPoint.
It had many advantages:
• It was actually a schedule – not a PowerPoint or Visio graphic – therefore, it had:
– Automatic time-scaling
– Actual logic was shown, not just a line
– Was much easier to update if multiple scenarios became part of the engagement
• Easy to present results and focus attention on the tasks likely to have influence on overall project duration.
Non-critical work also shown for perspective.
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Process to Create End Node Diagram
Build SRisk Model

Run Simulation
and Review Results

Build Structure of
End Node Diagram

Inject Criticality
Data into Diagram

• Create Schedule
Model: critical,
near-critical and
risk sensitive
sequences

• Review
Criticality
Information
from simulation:
• Tornado Diagram
• Criticality Report

• Extract Key
Sequences and
import into
NetPoint
• Add or adjust
logic

• Add Criticality
Information into
description of
activities in end
node diagram
• Color code

Usually SRisk models
are built in Primavera
(P6) but can be done in
other scheduling
software.

Most simulations
consist of 10,000
iterations – usually get
stable and repeatable
results.

Usually, there are 3-5
key sequences that
have some level of
criticality and need to
be portrayed in end
node diagram.

Criticality Index
information has to be
added into the data for
the activities in the end
node diagram.

This is a manual
process currently.
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Why Further Summarize the SRisk Model for the End Node Diagram?
• Less detail makes it much easier to read

• Shading allows focus on tasks with criticality
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Key Input: Criticality Path Report
• CPM Schedule Risk
Simulation Tool can
generate Criticality Path
Report:
– Traces the path from its start
until the terminal point
designated by the user
(typically this is the end node
of the schedule model but
interim events can be
selected.)
– Shows the predecessor and
successor information,
including the criticality index.
– Used to trace the flow of
criticality across the model
network.
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Key Input: Use of Tornado Diagrams
for Criticality Index

• Tornado Diagrams for Criticality
Index are also used to identify
the activities with high values
of criticality.
• Information presented helps to
detect if there are parallel
probabilistic critical paths.
• Analyst has to relate the activity
to a path to build an end node
diagram
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Key Inputs: Data from Typical Simulation
Software Reports
• Criticality Index output from Risk Software
– Gantt Chart with Criticality values displayed

Criticality Index information
can be displayed on reports
generated by the CPM
Schedule Simulation software.
This is same data used in the
Criticality Path Report and
Tornado Diagrams.
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Early Versions in NetPoint
Off-shore Platform and Pipeline

Criticality Index shown
in activity description
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Early Versions in NetPoint

SCADA System Development and Implementation

Example shows the use of
color coding of tasks.
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Early Versions in NetPoint
Large Water Treatment Plant

Diagram shows how
criticality transfers to
other work
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Hint #1: Create Summary Version of SRisk Model

Start by building a
Summary version of the
Risk Model:
Full scope of model included
(often this summary is
typically very helpful to the
project team as a standalone graphic)
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Hint #2: “Fade to Grey”

Start by fading all tasks
– it makes it easier to
remember which
sequences you have
updated.
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Hint #3: Selecting What is Important

Of the different types of criticality index output (Criticality Path, Criticality Index Tornado Diagrams,
Gantt Chart) shown by the CPM Schedule Risk Simulation tool the Gantt Chart (with Criticality
Index included as one of the columns of information) is the easiest to use for development of the
end node.
• Primarily only concerned with task with Criticality > 5% - can filter to lower threshold, if necessary.
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint

Hint #4: Add Criticality Index Information + Add Color Coding
For each summarized task, locate the associated tasks in the Output, Append the Criticality
Value to the Description and Restore Color to the task.
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Hint #5: Refine the Graphic

• Continue for each set of tasks.
– Tasks with very low criticality
(< 5%) are typically left
shaded.
– Dates are not displayed to
provide a clean canvas with
fewer graphical conflicts AND
they are not relevant since
they only reflect the
deterministic dates and the
output is the probabilistic
data
– Use of color coding allows
easy identification of scope
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Hint #6: Format Task Shapes to Emphasize
• Task formatting can be used
to highlight the most critical
sequence(s).
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Hints for Building an End Node in NetPoint
Special Case: Highlighting Deterministic Critical Path

Use NetPoint settings to cause
Deterministic Critical Path to
display in red.
In some simulations, we have
seen that Probabilistic Critical
Path is NOT the same as the
Deterministic Critical Path.
This graphical approach can
illustrate that.
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Developing End Node Diagrams Using NetPoint
Other Thoughts

• Currently a manual process
– Will take time for a very complex project/SRisk model
– Knowledge gained – the simple process of creating the end node
assists the analyst in understanding and validating the results
• This step can help detect missing or incorrect logic in the
model
• Identifies when something just doesn’t make sense.

• Including the Criticality Value in the Abbreviated Description
allows you to toggle between descriptions (with/without
criticality showing).
– Use Linked Excel file to quickly set abbreviated description to
match standard description
– Update abbreviated description with %

• Create an activity code for Criticality = Y
– Assign the code to tasks you want in color on the end node
– This allows quick filtering to fade/restore tasks
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DEVELOPING

What’s Next
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Future Functionality
Within NetRisk
While the functionality to provide all of the required
information to develop the end node diagrams isn’t yet
present, NetRisk 2.0 is a giant leap forward towards our
goal of easy, largely automated exchange of information
in the development of the end node diagram.
Future enhancements to NetPoint and NetRisk as well as
fine tuning of our current technical approaches will get
us there soon.
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Closing Thoughts: Schedule Enhancement
1

End node diagrams are very useful to
convey key results from a schedule risk
simulation.

2

However, often end-user wants to
improve the schedule and Criticality
Index is just one set of data that is
used to identify areas in the schedule
to concentrate.

Schedule Sensitivity Index: Entire Plan - All tasks

A1290 - Construct New Substation

63%

A1030 - Build Access Roads

46%

A1330 - Test Overall System

20%

A1020 - Survey Project Site

15%

A1320 - Connect Power Distribution Grid

12%

A1010 - Mobilize

12%

A1440 - Install Electrical Equipment

7%

A1300 - U/G Cabling from New Substation to Turbine #1

6%

A1040 - Excavate for Turbine #1

6%

A1270 - Erect Turbine #5 Tower, Blades, Nacelle and Rotor

5%
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Closing Thoughts: Schedule Enhancement
3

Other simulation statistics are available to
help determine which of the activities or
risks have the biggest influence to the
model:
•

Schedule Sensitivity Index

•

Cruciality Index

Schedule Sensitivity Index: Entire Plan - All tasks

4

Analyses of these indices coupled with the
end node diagram usually establishes a
series of “What-If” or sensitivity analyses to
look at possible enhancements to the
schedule.

A1290 - Construct New Substation

63%

A1030 - Build Access Roads

46%

A1330 - Test Overall System

20%

A1020 - Survey Project Site

15%

A1320 - Connect Power Distribution Grid

12%

A1010 - Mobilize

12%

A1440 - Install Electrical Equipment

7%

A1300 - U/G Cabling from New Substation to Turbine #1

6%

A1040 - Excavate for Turbine #1

6%

A1270 - Erect Turbine #5 Tower, Blades, Nacelle and Rotor

5%
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